The forefront of vehicle tracking
VALUE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

OnlineAVL Complete
The fullest expression of OnlineAVL Technology.
The forefront of vehicle tracking.
A serious management tool for businesses committed
to optimising efficiencies across the breadth of their
operations. Combining the core benefits of our entire
range, with the most comprehensive selection of
features easily accessible below the surface.
Rewards fully trained users with the ability to wield the
full power of OnlineAVL Technology and yield maximum
return on investment.

Track Measure Improve
Maximise productivity and optimise
efficiencies with our most advanced
and flexible technology.

Vehicle Maintenance

Job Despatch Forms

API

Report Suite

Enhanced Geo-Search

Limitless Potential

Effectively manage your operational
capacity and equipment condition.

Ensure consistency in all your
communications.

Integration of leading suppliers
delivers the strongest solution.

The definitive collection of fleet
data and analytics.

Go back in time with ease to see
your fleet’s movements.

Customise your system with our
range of enhancements.

Receive automatic alerts and
notifications when work is due.
Schedule and log all maintenance
to minimise downtime and ensure
your vehicles are legally compliant
and/or in accordance with leasing
regulations.

Customisable fixed fields ensure
all essential information is
included in every communication.
Rely on full two-way messaging
with a complete audit trail, rather
than verbal recall (requires M-Nav
device).

OnlineAVL Technology utilises
an industry standard code that
enables your tracking system
to interact with business
management tools from
other specialists. A seamless
combination of the best the
market has to offer.

OnlineAVL Complete fully
expands the report suite to
include: Executive Reporting,
Speed Analysis, Fleet Utilisation,
Maintenance Monitoring
and LCZ/LEZ Reporting. A
comprehensive selection for
in-depth analysis and detailed
performance benchmarking.

A simple, powerful way to
retrospectively monitor historic
vehicle journeys and answer
invoicing queries. Assess the
significance of vehicle traffic
anywhere, from anytime.

Visit navmanwireless.co.uk/
enhance.

